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0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. If R is any algebra over a field F and xi E R, i= l,..., k, let 
IIX 1 ,..., .Y~] 1 E R denote the alternating sum of products Z: sg 0 x,,(,) *** x,,(~) 
over all permutations 0 of l,..., k. One says that R satisfies the k-fold 
standard identity if [IX, ,..., xk]] = 0 for any choice xi E R. Of course if 
PC_ R is any subspace of R one can restrict one’s attention to P and say that 
P satisfies the k-fold standard identity if 1 [x1 ,..,,x~]] = 0 for any choice 
xi f P. 
Now the Amitsur-Levitski theorem asserts that the n X n matrix algebra 
M(n, F) satisfies the 2n-fold standard identity. (For a survey and history of 
this theorem see [ 9 1. See also 17 I.) It is of course enough to consider the case 
where F = C. 
Some time ago (see [3]) we came upon a proof of the Amitsur-Levitski 
theorem from the point of Lie algebra cohomology. The cohomology of 
M(n, C) as a Lie algebra is an exterior algebra with primitive generators 
having degrees, 1, 2,..., 2n - 1. The failure of M(n, Cc) to have a primitive 
class in degree 2n + 1 leads to the trace relation tr[ [x, ,...,x~~+,]] = 0 for 
any xi E M(n, C;). for i = I ,..., 2n + 1. But this quickly implies the Amit- 
sur-Levitski theorem. In fact the argument can be pushed further. If d, G 
M(n. Cc) denotes the Lie algebra of all n x n skew-symmetric matrices one 
knows that d,, has no primitive class in degree 2n - 1 in case n is even. This 
led to a new identity in [3 1. For iz even 
s,, satisfies the (2n - 2)-fold standard identity. (0.1. I) 
Apparently establishing (0.1.1) by other means has been seen to be rather 
difficult. See [8; 9, p. 1491. In a recent preprint Rowen has considerably 
simplified his proof of (0.1.1). 
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0.2. In the present paper we will prove a theorem stated below and in the 
text as Theorem 3.6 which yields both the Amitsur-Levitski theorem and 
(O-1.1) as very special cases. The theorem concerns any reductive (i.e., semi- 
simple plus abelian) Lie algebra 9 and is a statement about a standard 
identity satisfied by n(g) for any finite dimensional representation x: 
g--+ End Y ofg. But in fact Theorem 3.6 is an immediate corollary of the 
following result (Theorem 3.4 in the text) on the structure of the universal 
enveloping algebra U(a) ofp. 
Recall that any element y E 9 is called nilpotent if y E [q, 91 and ad y is a 
nilpotent operator. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let 9 be a reductive complex Lie algebra. Let U(g) be 
the universal enveloping algebra of 9 so that U(f) is a quotient of the tensor 
algebra T(g) overg. Let 
r: T(g)+ u(y) (0.2.1) 
be the quotient homomorphism. Now for any k !Z Z + let A lk( 8) _C T(y) be the 
space of Zk-homogeneous alternating tensors over 9 and let Ek E U(y) be the 
subspace spanned by all powers yh, where y E 9 is nilpotent. Then 
t(AZk(g)) c Ek. (0.2.2) 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 is based on a result, (4X3), in Ref. 15 ] and 
properties of a map y proved in this paper. 
Now if 71: 9 --) End V is any complex linear finite dimensional represen- 
tation we define the degree ~(71) of nilpotency of the representation to be the 
smallest integer k such that no = 0 for all nilpotent v E 8. For example, if 
y=M(n,C) a n x is the given representation of 9 on G” then obviously d 
E(R) = n. (0.2.3) 
If g = d, and p is the given representation of 5,, on C” then for n even it is 
easy to see that 
&@)=n ~ 1. (0.2.4) 
In general, it is easy to give a formula for c(n) in terms of the highest 
weights of the irreducible components of z See Proposition 3.5.2. Thus as an 
immediate consequence of (O-2.2) one has the following generation of the 
Amitsur-Levitski theorem, and also (0.1.1). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let x 9 + End V be any complex linear finite dimen- 
sional representation of a reductive Lie algebra 9. Let E(R) be the degree of 
nilpotency of n defined above. Then $8) satisjies the Z&(z)-fold standard 
identity. 
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As seen in the course of the paper there is a close connection between 
coadjoint orbits and the standard identity. This fact leads to a result on the 
best standard identity satisfied for all representations for any arbitrary Lie 
algebra. 
Recall (Kirillov) that the dimension of any coadjoint orbit is even dirnen- 
sional. If ,y is an arbitrary finite dimensional Lie algebra let 20(y) be the 
dimension of a maximal dimensional coadjoint orbit. (Thus 20( 9) = 
dim 9 - rank y if y is reductive.) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 9 be an arbitrary Jinite dimensional Lie algebra and 
lel JC: 3 + End Y be any representarion qf JJ {finite or infinite d~me~s~o~al}: 
/hen n( 9) safisfies rhe (249) -t 2)~fold standard iden@. Furfhermore 
20(y) + 2 is the best possible eaen integer. In fact lhere exists a finite dimen- 
sional represenlation ft such that n(g) does not satisfy the 20(g)-fold 
standard idenrity. 
I. THE HOMOMORPHISM 7: ,Y(g')- /I'$ 
1.1. Let 9 be a finite dimensional vector space over a field F of charac- 
teristic zero. For any k E Z + let r”(y) be the k-fold tensor product (over F) 
.JS@ . . . @ 9. Of course P(3) = F. The tensor atgebra T(g) over 8 is then the 
graded {by Pi ) algebra whose homogeneous component of degree k is Tkt$). 
In general, the notation consisting of a graded (by Z,) vector space with a 
non-negative integer superscript will be used to denote the homogeneous 
component of that degree. 
Now for any LEL, let C, be the group of all permutations of the 
numbers 1, 2,..., k. Then one knows Tk(s) is a E,-module where if t = 
x, (3 ... 0 xk9 for xi E 9, one has 
CJI = X,..,(,) 0 .” @I X,-l(k) 
for oE Yrk. 
The space Ak(s) (resp. Sk(,)) of homogeneous alternating (resp. 
symmetric) tensors of degree k over JZ is the set of all I E Tk(g) such that 
or = sg CT I (resp. uf = t) for all u E C,, The subspace A(f) (resp. S(f)) of 
T(y) of alternating (resp. symmetric) tensors is then defined to be that 
graded subspace of r(,f) whose homogeneous k-component is A “( 8) 
(rew. S”(d)- 
Let 9:’ be the dual space to 8. One knows then that T(p’) is naturally 
paired with 7’(g) into IF. We recall that T’(y’) is orthogonal to Tk(p) for 
j + k and that T”(#) is non-singularity paired to Tk(f), where if wi E f’ and 
xi E y 
(U’, 0 ... @ Wk.X, @ ... (~x,)=(w,,x,) “’ (Wk,Xk). (1.1.1) 
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If U and Y are paired vector spaces the notation (I(, v) for u E U and v E V 
will be used throughout to denote the paired value on u and u. 
Now if R is an algebra over F and xi E R, i = l,..., k, let [[x,, x2 ,..., xk I] 
and {x,,x~,..., x,) be the elements in R defined by putting 
and 
[[Xl, XZ~..., Xk]] = y sg %r,1)x,(2) *** Xdk) (1.1.2) 
* 
(1.1.3) 
where the sum in both cases is over Z,. In case R = T(g) and all xi E 9 it is 
clear that ][x,, x2 ,..., xk]] E Ak(g) (resp. (x,,x2 ,..., xk} E Sk(g)) and that 
Ak(g) (rw. Sk(~)) is spanned by such elements-since F has characteristic 
zero. 
Now let 1,(#) (resp. I&‘)) be the two-sided (necessarily graded) ideal in 
Q’) generated by all elements of the form o @ u’ + w  @ u (resp. u @ w  - 
w@ v), where v, WE?‘. By definition the exterior algebra A$ (resp. 
symmetric algebra Y($)) is the graded algebra formed by taking the 
quotient T(#)/I,(g’) (resp. T(#)/l,(#)). One then has an algebra 
epimorphism 
respectively, 
T(g’) --t Ag’, (1.1.4) 
T(g’) -+ .Y(g’). (1.1.5) 
Of course A”# (resp. L@(g’)) is the image of Tk($) under (l-1.4) (resp. 
(1.15)). One makes the usual identifications A’g’ = Yi(g’) =g’. 
Now as one knows the orthocomplement of IA($) in T(g) is just A(g). 
Hence the pairing of T(JJ’) and T( 9) induces a non-singular pairing of Ag ’ 
and A(g) such that (I), A’g’ is orthogonal to Ak(tp) for j # k and (2), Aka’ 
is non-singularly paired to Ak(g) such that 
(1.1.6) 
for wiEg’, xj E 8 where the sum is over C,. 
Similarly, Y$J’) is non-singularly paired to S(g) with (I), Y’j($) 
orthogonal to S (3) for j # k and (2), the induced non-singular pairing 
between A@(p’) and Sk(f) given by 
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1.2. Now assume that 3 is a Lie algebra (over F). The bracket operation 
is denoted by IX. ~1 for x, y E 9. 
Let I( 8) be the two-sided ideal in T(g) generated by x 0 y - y 0 x - 
(x. y{ for all X, y f 9. Then, by definition, the quotient algebra T(p)/l(g) is 
the universal enveloping algebra U(g) off. Thus one has an algebra 
epimorphism r: T(g) + U(f) and in fact an algebra exact sequence 
O+/(y)- T(g)* Q)-+O. (1.2.1) 
One knows that r is injective on Cy and, as usual. one identifies 9 with its 
image r(y) id U(p). 
Now we recall that the Birkhoff-Witt theorem asserts that the map 
S(p)+ U,) (1.2.2) 
induced by the restriction r) S(p) is a linear isomorphism. It follows 
therefore that given any element t E T(f) there exists a unique element 
tE S(g) such that r(t) = 7(f). The correspondence t--t f thus defines a 
projection of T(8) onto S(g). We will be interested in the restriction of this 
correspondence to the space, A”(s), of even alternating tensors overg. That 
is, put 
and let 
A’(y)= 1’ A’k(y) 
kz0 
i-: A’(g) + S(g) 
be the map defined so that r(T(u)) = t(u) for any u E Ae(g). Let 
R(g) = me(p)) (1.2.4) 
be the image. We wish now to describe this subspace, R(y), of symmetric 
tensors over 8, 
For k E L, let Czk,z = {a E E,, 1 u permutes the set of unordered pairs 
(( 1,2). (3,4) ,..., (2k - 1,2k))}. That is, if u E Zzk then Q E ,?YIk,* if for any 
I < i < k there exists 1 < j < k such that one has the equality of unordered 
sets 
(u(2i - I), u(2.i)) = (2j - 1, Zj). 
It is clear that zz,&z is a subgroup of order 2k e k!. Now let 0, be a cross- 
section of the set of left cosets of CZk.k in C,,. Thus one has a disjoint union 
z?k = 0 vc2k.k (1.2.5) 
indexed by v  E II,. 
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Remark 1.2.1. One notes that the cardinality of IJk is 
(2k - 1)(2k - 3) a.. 1 and the correspondence 
u -, ((v(l), v(2)), (v(3), v(4)),..., (@k - 11, v(2k))) 
sets up a bijection of l7, with the set of all partitions of (1, 2,..., 2k) into a 
union of subsets, each of which has two elements. 
We observe that R, may be chosen-and we assume that it is so 
chosen-such that sg v = 1 for all Y E 17,. This is clear since the sg character . 
IS not trivlal on C2k,k for k 2 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The subspace R(g) of the space S( 8) of symmetric 
tensors over a Lie algebra p defined by (1.2.4) is graded. In fact the k- 
component is given by 
Rkls) = W2k(yN (1.2.6) 
for aii k. Moreover for any x,, xz,.... xlk E 9 one has 
where the sum is over JI,. The notation II,..., ] ] and (, .-., } are defined by 
(1.1.2) and (1.1.3). In particular then Rk(s) is spanued b-y k-symmetric 
tensors of the form given by the right side of (1.2.7) for any xi E a, 
i = l,..., 2k. 
Prooj Let QZk = (a E C,, 1 (u(2i - l), a@‘)) = (2i - 1,2i) as unordered 
sets for i = 1 ,..,, k}. Clearly Sp,, is a normal subgroup of Czk,k of order 2’. 




2 sg v(r &(I) @ *’ - @ &,(Zk) 
n J 
= ~([X”(l)‘X”(21 1 @ --’ @ ixvC2k- L)r XuCk,b (1.2.8) 
where the sum is over Qlk. 
Now let c”, = {o E ,?I,, ) 0 permutes the set of ordered pairs ((1, 2). 
(3,4),..., (2k - 1,2k))). Clearly zk is a subgroup of order k! in ZzkYk and 
c 2k.k = fk @2k is a semi-direct product. 
Now note that sgp = 1 for any p E fk. Thus we may replace v in (1.2.8) 
by vp for p E zk, If we then sum (1.2.8) over p E fk one readily has 
(1.2.9) 
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recalling (1.1.3). where the sum is now over CZkak. But now (1.2.7) follows 
immediately upon summing (1.2.9) over P E flk. This proves that 
T(A 2”( y), c Sk( y). 
But then the proposition follows immediately, Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.2.2. A reduction of the “standard polynomial” to an 
expression of the form appearing on the right side of (1.2.7) is no doubt well 
known in ring theory. See, e.g., 19, p. 13 I. The content of Proposition 1.2 lies 
in the role such a reduction has in Lie theory. That is, the right side of 
(1.2.7) is a symmetric tensor over p and hence, by the Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem it represents the standard polynomial in elements of a Lie algebra in 
the minimal possible way. 
1.3. We will now find that the “transpose” of the map I’has a very nice 
algebraic property and is easier to describe than r itself, We recall that Ak~’ 
and Ak( 7) are non-singularly paired by (1.1.6). Thus if 
then A’9 and A’(y) are non-singularly paired. Furthermore since A’(g) is 
finite dimensionat one has an isomorphism of /i’(s’) with the dual space to 
A”(y), On the other hand as we have noted (see (1.1.7)) .U’( 9’) and S(f) 
are non-singularly paired. Thus there exists a unique map 
such that 
y: .P (9’) -t x(y) (1.3.1) 
(Y(V)3 z> = (u, T(z)) (1.3.2) 
for all L’ f .ir (,a’) and z E A ( a). Furthermore by restriction y induces a map 
:i k(y’) -a py’ (1.3.3) 
for any k. This is clear from (1.2.6). We now wish to describe y, 
We recall (the Maurer-Cartan-Koszul theory) that A#’ is a cochain 
complex where the coboundary operator d is exterior differentiation. See 
Section 3 in 161 where, however, d is written as 6. In the terminology of 161 d 
is an anti-derivation of Ap’ of degree 1. That is, for any j 
d:+g’ ,Aj+l$t 
and for u E “3’ and arbitrary offlg’ one has d(rc A v) = 
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du A Y + (-l>j u A dv. Furthermore recalling Section 3 in (61 d is the unique 
map satisfying 
(dw, x 0 y - y 0 x) = -(w, Ix. y]} (1.3.4) 
for w  E 9’ and x, y E 8. The relation d2 = 0 then follows from the Jacobi 
identity. Explicitly one has (see (3.4) in ]6]) 
d = f 1 &(wi) 19( yJ, (1.3.5) 
where { yi} is a basis of 9, {wj} is the dual basis of g’, E(WJ is the operator 
of left multiplication by wi on Ag’ and 
8: 9 + End/if’ 
is the extended coadjoint representation of ~7 in Ag’. That is, B(y) is the 
unique derivation of degree 0 of A9 ’ such that 
Now for any w  E 9’ let yW & 9 be the Lie subalgebra defined by putting 
In case the field F = R or C then fW is just the isotropy algebra at w  
corresponding to the coadjoint orbit through W. It was Kirillov who first 
fully appreciated the relationship between 9,” and the alternating 2-form on 
9 defined by dw. The following proposition, summarizing his observation, 
also serves to define an integer o(w) associated to any w  E 9’. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let y be a Lie algebra and let w f 9’. Then the 
codimension of yW in 9 is an even integer 20(w), Furthermore o(w) is the 
maximal integer j such that (dw)j # 0 in the algebra Ag’. Also one has 
(dw) otw) =/Iv, A .‘. A U2n(w, (1.3.7) 
for same non-zero scnlar 1, where v, ,..., vzO~W~ is a basis of the orthocom- 
plement of gw in fr. 
Proof. For x, y E p let w,(x, y) be the alternating Z-form on r defined 
by putting 0,(x, y) = -(w, [x, y]). However the rank of an alternate bilinear 
form is an even number. Moreover this number is the codimension of the 
kernel of the bilinear form. For the case of w, the kernel, by (1.3.6). is 
ctearly yW. Thus there exists o(w) E Z + such that 
rank w, = codim fW = 20(w). (1.3.8) 
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On the other hand let u E n2y’ and let w be the 2-form on 9 defined by 
putting w(x, y) = (u, x GJ y - +Y@ x}. It is just elementary linear algebra 
that if 2r is the rank of u then r is the maximal integer such that ur f 0 and 
ur = ,l~, /1 ... A ozrr where Iz # 0 and {vi} is a basis of the orthocomplement 
of Ker w. But if II = dw then w = w, (by 1.3.4) proving the remainder of the 
proposition. Q.E.D. 
1.4. We return now to our map y: *V(#) -+A’/, (See (1.3.1), (1.3.2)) 
Note that /1’~’ is a commutative algebra and that .V(/) is a universal 
commutative algebra. That is, any linear map of 9’ into a commutative 
algebra extends uniquely to an algebra homomorphism of .i”( 9’) into that 
algebra. As we now note y arises from such an extension. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let 9 be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over aJield of 
characteristic zero. Let S(p) and A”(g) be respectively the spaces of 
symmetric and even alternating tensors over 9. Let F A’(p) + S(p) be the 
map defined as in Section 1.2 b-y the condition that T(u) and u. for any 
u f A’( 7), define rhe same element of the universal enveloping algebra iJ( 7) 
of y. Let y: Ct‘(y’) + A’( y’) be the transposed map of r using the natural 
pairings (1.1.6) and (1.1.7). Then y is the unique homomorphism of 
commutative algebras such that y(w) = -dw E A’#, where d is the exterior 
derivation in Ag’. ( See (1.3.5).) Thus for any w, ,.... wk E 7’ 
y(w, . . . wJ = (-l)kdw, A a.. A dw,. (1.4.1) 
Proof. Let the notation be as in Section 1.2 so tat Z2k,2 2, and QZk are 
subgroups of the permutation group Z,, and 
c 2k.2 = ‘? ‘2k (1.4.2) 
is a semi-direct product. Also 17, is a set of left Z‘,,,,-coset representatives in 
Xzk so that the map 
nk x ‘&k,Z + ‘q,, (v, n) + lJ7t (1.4.3) 
is a bijection. Thus any permutation in C,, is uniquely of the form vp’pa, 
where v ~5 n,, p E fk and o E Qzk. Moreover sg V~U = sg CT by the choice 
Ofl7,. 
Now let ai e .4’g’, i = I ,,.,, k, and let zcj E 9, j = I ,..., 2k. We assert that 
(a, A ... *a,, II~~~...~x2J~ (1.4.4) 
where the sum is over (v,p) E n, X Sk, Indeed to establish (1.4.4) it suffices 
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by linearity to choose a, = uzi-, A u2i for u, ,.,., uzk E ,p’. But then by (I. 1.1) 
the summand on the right side of (1.4.4) is equal to 
over #,,. But then the right side of (1.4.4) is the same as the right of (1.1-6) 
with the u’s replacing the w’s. This establishes (1.4.4). 
Now let w, ,..., wk E 9’ and put ai = -&vi. But 
Cmdwi, ~~X~p(*i-l)~X~tp(2i~ll~~ fwiT ~xupl?i~*~‘xs~~*i~l~ 
by (1.3.4). On the other hand multiplying over i and then summing over zA 
one has 
by (1.1.7). Thus 
((-l)“dw, A *.* A dWk, [[x,,..., x,/J]) (1.4.5) 
by (1.4.4) where the sum is over 17,. But the sum in (1.4.5) is just 
(WI a” WkJ-IIX1,..., xJl> by (1.2.7). But by definition this is also equal to 
(Y(W, ” * Wk). [[Xl I..., x,,J]). Since the xi are arbitrary it follows that 
Y(Wl **’ Wk) = (-1)” nw, A ‘.I A dw,. But this clearly proves the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Now we recall that by definition R(p) 5 S(f) is the image of lY 
Furthermore R(g) is a graded subspace of S( 9) and Rk(s) = T(AZk(,g)). 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let the notation be as in Theorem 1.4. Then for anq 
k E Z + the dimension of R”(v) equals the dimension of the subspace of 
A2k$ spanned by (dW)k for all w E 9 ‘. 
Pro@. The dual space to Rk(s> is, by definition of y, isomorphic to 
y(Yk(/)). But <Pk( $), as one knows, is spanned by wk for all w E p ‘. The 
corollary then follows immediately from the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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2. COADJOINT ORBITS AND THE STANDARD IDENTITY 
2.1. Now assume that V is a vector space over F {either finite or infinite 
dimensional) and 
is a representation of ,y on V. Of course 7~ extends to a homomorphism 
U(y)+ End Y of the enveloping algebra U(g) which we will denote by II,;. 
For any x E y write 2 = X(X) E End V. Now given m E Z + we will say 
that 7~{ Y,) satisfies the m-fold standard identity in case 
for ail choices x1 ,..., x,,, E 9. We raise the question of determining values of 
111 such that X( 9) satisfies the m-fold standard identity. 
Remark 2.1.1. Since the permutation group Xrn naturally embeds into 
2’,, for any m’ > m ii follows easily, using cosets, that if n(u) satisfies the 
m-fold standard identity it also satisfies the m/-fold standard identity for all 
177’ > m. 
Now recalling the map r: T( 9) --f U{ ,y> it is ovious that n( 8) satisfies the 
rn-fold standard identity if and only if 
r(A’“( y)) c Ker 71,;. (2.1.1) 
Since A”(a) reduces to zero whenever m > dim y it is trivial that 9 satisfies 
the m-fold standard identity when m > dim 9, The question only becomes 
interesting when m ,< dim ,y. Our methods here are designed to deal with the 
question (as in the Amitsur-Levitski theorem) whenever m = 2k is even. But 
by (1.2.6) one has r(A 2k( ,y)) = r(Rk( 9)). This establishes 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Lel TC be a representation of the Lie algebra 9. Then 
n(g) satisfies the Zk-fold sfandard identity iSand only lf 
s(Rk(p)) L Ker rc,,. (2.1.2) 
Now recalling the integer 00~) defined in Proposition I .3 for any w E y 
let 
(2.1.3) 
Thus if the field F is R or L then 20(y) is the dimension of a maximal coad- 
joint orbit. In case F is arbitrary, but p is reductive, (i.e., semi-simple plus 
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abelian) so that the adjoint and coadjoint representations are equivalent, one 
clearly has 
2o(~)=dim~ -rankg. (2.1.4) 
This is clear since the regular semi-simple elements are Zariski-dense. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p be an arbitrary j?nite dimensional Lie algebra over 
a field of characteristic zero. Let o(f) f Z, be defined by (2.1.3) (so that 
20(g) is the dimension of a maximal coadjoint orbit if F = II? or C). Let 
x: JJ -+ End V be any representation of y on a vector space V, Jnite or 
infinite dimensional. Then n(9) satisfzes the m-standard identity for m > 
o(~) + 2. That is (see (1.1.2)), one has 
[F 1 )...) a,]] = 0 
for any choice x,Eg, i= l,,.., m where m > o(y) + 2 and Pi = X&J. 
Moreover, as an even number, 20( 9) t 2 is best possible ouer ail K. That is, 
there exists n (which can be taken’ to be finite dimensional) and xi f p, i = 
1 ,..., o(g), such that 
[[f It”*r ~ZO,~,ll f 0. 
ProoJ By Proposition 1.3 one has (dw)k = 0 for any w E 2’ when k > 
o( 8) t 1. Thus Rk( s) = 0 for k > o(a) t 1 by Corollary 1.4. But then n(p) 
satisfies the m-fold standard identity by Proposition 2.1 if m 2 20(,9) + 2. 
See also Remark 2.1.1. 
But on the other hand RO(B)( 9) # 0 by Corollary 1.4. Since r is injective 
on the space S(g) of symmetric tensors this implies that 0 + r(R”‘y’( 9)) E 
U(p). But given 0 f u E U( p) one knows there exists a finite dimensional 
representation 71 such that n,,(u) # 0. See [ 11. Hence K exists such that 
r(R”‘@(y)) ~4 Ker 7tU. Thus 7c( 9) does not satisfy the o(y)-fold standard 
identity by Proposition 2.1. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.1.2. If f is semi-simple then by (2.1,4) one has o(g) + 2 < 
dim 9 as soon as rank JJ > 2. Thus for a semi-simple Lie algebra the 
theorem is a new statement when rank 9 > 2. Of course it then grows 
sharper with increasing rank. Another point is that one tends to associate the 
standard identity with a measure of commutativity. Therefore it is somewhat 
surprising that the critical integer 20(g) has to do with the coadjoint 
representation rather than the adjoint representation. An example illustrating 
the difference is the case where g is the Heisenberg Lie algebra. That is, 
where dim y = 2n + 1, F = IR and g has a basis x, ,..., x,, y ,,..., y,. z with 
[xl, yj] = aiiz and z central. Here the maximal adjoint orbit is one dimen- 
sional. On the other hand 20(p) = 2n. By Theorem 2.1 therefore this means 
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that there is a finite dimensional representation rc of y such that n(p) does 
not satisfy the 2n-fold standard identity-even though y has an n t 1 tiimen- 
sional commutative ideal. One may even find Lie algebras p where 
20( p) = dim Y. Examples of solvable Lie algebras satisfying this condition 
arise in connection with the Piatetsky-Shapiro theory of bounded 
homogeneous domains. 
3. THE GENERALKATION OF THE AMITSUR-LEVITSKI THEOREM 
3.1. Now Theorem 2.1 gives an upper bound for standard identities 
satisfied by n(p) f or a representation 7~ of a Lie algebra y. Of course for 
certain n, particularly those of lower dimension, n(f) may satisfy a 2k-fold 
standard identity where k is considerably smaller than o( 9). A case in point 
is the Amitsur-Levitski theorem (which we choose here to regard as a Lie 
algebra statement). This result asserts that if p is isomorphic to g&n, C) 
then n(p) satisfies the Zn-fold standard identity where 7c is an n dimensional 
irreducible (there are two such) representation of p. It is of course not a 
restriction to take the field in question to be C. 
Some time ago (see 13 1) we gave a cohomological proof of the Amit- 
sur-Levitski theorem. The proof was based on the fact that f/(n, C) has no 
primitive cohomology class in dimension 2n + 1. This argument led in [3 1 to 
a new standard identity-namely, 
THEOREM 3.1. If y is the Lie algebra of complex n x n skew-symmetric 
matrices where n is euen then T( 9) satisfies the 2n - 2 standard identity 
where TI is the n dimensional representation of 9, 
The proof was based on the fact that the y in Theorem 3.1 has no 
primitive cohomology class in dimension 2n - 1. Judging from comments in 
Rowen’s book, (see 19, p. 1451) and also from personal conversations with 
Rosset, obtaining Theorem 3.1 by non-cohomological arguments has proved 
to be quite difficult. A rather complicated graph theoretic proof is given by 
Rowen in 181. I n a recent preprint Rowen has considerably simplified his 
proof of (0. I. 1). 
We wish now to present a theorem which generalizes both the Amit- 
sur-Levitski theorem and also Theorem 3.1. 
Assume henceforth that F = (i: and .y is a reductive Lie algebra. Also let 
the notation be as in Section 1. 
3.2. Now let .U’( r) be the symmetric algebra over y. Then p(y) is a 
quotient algebra of T(p) and hence one has an epimorphism 
rs: T(y) + .U( y). 
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Of course rs induces a bijection 
where if x , ,..., xk E y and x, . . . xk denotes the product in .V( a) then, 
recalling (1.1.3), 
(l/k!)?,(.Y,,. “,. YJ =x, ... Xk. (3.2.1) 
Henceforth we shall regard ,V( 9.) as the algebra of polynomial functions 
on y’. On the other hand as one knows ..i”(f’) is canonically isomorphic to 
the algebra of all differential operators on ,p’ with constant coefficients. For 
any u E Y(g’) let 8, be the corresponding differential operator. Thus if 
.x E,a and w E p’ then a,,,~ is the constant function with value {w, x). By 
evaluating at the origin 0 of y’ one then has a non-singular pairing of Y(,‘) 
and 9( 9) defined by 
+3 “0 = (a,.f)(o) (3.2.2) 
for any u E P(g’) and f E ,Y’( v). It is evident that if! E .P ‘(9) then 
for any w f #, 
(ww”, f) = f(J.4 (3.2.3) 
Of course now both %Yk(y) and Sk(g) are non-singularly paired to 
.*J7”($). By (3.2.1), (3.2.2) and (1.1.7) the relationship between these two 
pairings is clearly given by 
(I/k!)(u, r,(z)> = (24 z> (3.2.4) 
for any u E Yk(l’) and z E Sk(y). Of course .Yk(g) is orthogonal to 
Yk(g’) for j # k. 
Now let II* be the subset of the permutation group C, defined as in 
Section 1.2. Also for any x1 ,-.., xZk E 9 let ~(x, ,..., xZk) E ,P”jk(r) be the 
homogeneous polynomial of degree k defined by putting 
where the sum is over v E iZk. Let ,:5Pk(y) G Pk(y) be the span of 
w(x 1 ,..., xZk) over all x, ,..., xIk E p. By (3.2.1) and Proposition 1.2 one 
obviously has 
.sFk( 9) = s,(Rk( $)). (3.2.6) 
We now observe that the variety {of “zeros”) in y’ defined by L@“(,q) is 
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exactly the set of all coadjoint orbits whose dimension is less than 2k. The 
argument follows from Theorem 1.3. It is also an easy consequence of (1.3.4) 
and simple facts about Pfaffians. 
For any I, ,..., xzk E y and w E y’ let v/(x, ,..., xzk; w) be the value of 
a , ,.... x2J at W. Also 1%~ E y’ is called singular if the coadjoint orbit it 
defines has dimension less than 20( y). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let w E r’. Then the coadjoint orbit defined 611 M’ has 
dimension less than 2k if and on@ v I+@,, . . . . x?~: w) = 0 fir all 
.y, 7 ...* x2,, E 7 ; that is. rand on& r w is in the uariety deJned by Mb(s). In 
purricular 1%’ is singular rand on@ {fit is in rhe l:ariety defined b.s AP’~‘( v). 
Proof: Put u = tirk/k! and t = rl Ix 1 ,...,+ Yap]] in (3.2.4). Then by (1.2.7) 
(3.2.1) and (3.2.3) one has ~(x ,,.,., xlk; w)= (u,z). But then by (1.4.1) 
v(x 1 I..., xzk; w) = ((-I)k/k!)((dw)k, I I-Y, ,.... qkl I> (3.2.7) 
using the pairing between /1”,g’ and AZkg. The result then follows from 
Proposition 1.3. Q.E.D. 
3.3. In 15 1 the roles played by .9’(y) and .9 (y’) are the reverse of their 
roles here in that we considered functions on p rather than on y’. However 
since the adjoint and coadjoint representations are equivalent for the case at 
hand we may readily apply to .Y ( y) theorems proved in 15 ] for .V (9’). 
Now i ‘(p) and r/ (y’) are r-modules with respect to the extended adjoint 
and coadjoint representation. Let d and J’ be the graded algebras of p - 
invariants in ,.Y’( y) and 9 (v’), respectively. Let J’+ be the set of all u E J’ 
without constant term (i.e., the component of u in (J’)” is zero). An element 
z E 9’(f) is called harmonic if a,z = 0 for all u E J’+ . Let H G .Y(,) be the 
space of all harmonic elements. It is clearly a graded subspace of 9 (,p.). 
One knows also that multiplication between J and H in ,:Y’( 7) induces an 
isomorphism 
‘r(y)sJ(3 H. (3.3.1) 
(See (4.X.4) in 151). 
Remark 3.3. Note that H can be characterized as the orthocompiement 
in ./ ( y) of the ideal J’+ .? (y’) in :;i (v’). This is immediate from the 
relation 
(ut’, z} = (L’, a,z> (3.3.2) 
for all u, L’ E.;/‘(f’) on z E .? (~1. On the other hand (3.3.2) follows 
immediately from definition (3.2.2), 
The following observation is one of the key points in the paper. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let y: ~(~‘)+Ac(~‘) be the map defined in Section 1.3. 
(One recalls that y is the transpose of a map of even alternating tensors over 
f into symmetric tensors over g which is na:urally defined as a consequence 
of the Birkhoff-Witt theorem.) Then y vanishes on the ideal J’+ .V( 7’). 
ProoJ By Theorem 1.4, y is an algebra homomorphism. Hence it suffices 
only to show that y vanishes on J’+. Now as one knows ny’ is a g-module 
with respect to the extended coadjoint representation. Let JL denote the 
algebra of p-invariants in /ig’. But y is a g-module map. This is clear, using 
Theorem 1.4, since exterior differentiation d commutes with the coadjoint 
action and y is an algebra homomorphism. Thus 
y(J’)c J;. (3.3.3) 
On the other hand from the Cartan-Koszul theory of reductive Lie algebra 
cohomology one knows that JA is naturally isomorphic to the cohomology 
H(g) of 8. (See Theorem 9.2 in [6].) In particular J> G Ker d and 
JI, n Im d = 0, where Im d, the range of d, is of course the space of coboun- 
daries. But clearly T(J’+) G Im d by (1.4.1) since dw f Im d for w E a’ and 
Im d is closed under multiplication, Thus r(J>) = 0 by (3.3.3). Q.E.D. 
As a corollary of Theorem 3.3 one sees that every element in &j?(y) is har- 
manic . 
COROLLARY 3.3. One has A+?‘(~) Y& Hh for any k E L, . 
ProoJ: If u f Sh(s) it suffices, recalling Remark 3.3, to see that 
(u, v} = 0 for any u E J’+ P(JJ’). But now by (3.2.6) we can write u = rS(z) 
for z E Rk(g) and hence by (3.2.4) it suffices to show that (u, z} = 0. On the 
other hand, by definition, L = T(y) for some y E A(g), But then (u, z} = 
G4 KY)) = b4 Y> = 0 since y(u) = 0 by Theorem 3.3. Q.E.D. 
3.4. We recall that an element 4’ E 9 is called nilpotent ify E [s, ,a] and 
ad y E End JX is a nilpotent operator. Let E G V(f) be the subspace of’ the 
enveloping algebra spanned by all powers .$, k E Z + , for all nilpotent y E 9. 
If 2 G U(a) is the center of U( 9). then we have proved in [5 ] that 
multiplication of Z and E, in U(y) induces a linear isomorphism 
See Theorem 2.1 in IS]. 
Now as one knows there is a unique linear isomorphism 6: Y(f) -+ U(g) 
such that if x E f then 
d(Xh) = Xh (3.4.1) 
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for all k E I+ , where the kth power is appropriately taken in ,P’( y) on one 
hand and in U( 9) on the other. Of course one has 
hr, = T on S(g) (3.4.2) 
using notation in Sections 1.2 and 3.2, 
Now the graded structure on ?“( 7) induces using the map 6. the structure 
of a graded linear space on U(g). Using (3.4.1) one notes that @k(y) is the 
span of all hth powers xk in U( 7) for ali XE y. It is clear then that E is a 
graded subspace of U(y). On the other hand obviously H is a graded 
subspace of <Y’(y). It is one of the main theorems in 15 1 that H is the span 
of all powers !‘k in F(p) where J’ is nilpotent. See (4.8.3) in 15 1. This result. 
used as a lemma here. may be restated as follows: 
LEMMA 3.4. For any k E Z I one has 
S(H’) = Ek. (3.4.3) 
Prooj: As noted above, the result follows from (4.8.3) in 15 I, using of 
course (3.4.1). In fact the result has essentially been stated in 15 1. Indeed 
6(H) = E by Theorem 20 in 15 1. but clearly 6 preserves the grading. Q.E.D. 
The generalization of the Amitsur-Levitski theorem will be an immediate 
consequence of 
THEOREM 3.4. Let p be any reductive complex Lie algebra. Let T(p) 
and iJ( p) be respective& the tensor algebra and universal enveloping 
algebras over p and let 
T: T(y)+ u(y) 
be the natural qtiotient homomorphism. Let k f~ Z + and let Azk(g) G T(y) be 
the space of all alternating tensors of degree 2k over y. Also iet Ek s U(y) 
be the subspace spanned by all powers yh in U(y) when y E 9 is nilpotent. 
Then 
z(Azk( p)) c Ek. (3.4.4) 
ProoJ Put D = z(AZk(y)). By definition of f (see (1.2.3)) one has 
D = t(Rk(g)) by (1.2.6). Hence D = s(.GFk(,)) by (3.4.2) and (3.2.6). But 
then D G 6(Hk) by Corollary 3.3. Thus D c Ek by (3.4.3). Q.E.D. 
3.5. Now assume that XC: a + End Y is a complex linear representation of 
,p on a complex finite dimensional vector space Y. We now define an integer 
~(nf associated to TL as follows: If y E y is nilpotent, then one knows that 
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n(y) is a nilpotent operator on V. In particular then 7~(y)~ = 0, where 
m = dim V. We now put E(X) equal to the smallest integer k such that 
TL(~)~ = 0 for all nilpotent elements y E 9. Obviously then 
~(71) <dim K (3.5.1) 
One may refer to &(ft) as the degree of nilpotency of the representation IC. 
Two examples are given in 
PROPOSITION 3.5.1. Let V = @“. (I) Zf r is the Lie algebra of all n X n 
complex matrices and n is the natural representation of ,y on C” one has 
E{71) = n. (3.5.2) 
(2) If n is even, y is rhe Lie algebra of all n x n complex skew- 
symmetric matrices and K is the natural representation of p on C” one has 
c(n) = n - 1. (3.5.3) 
Proof. Of course (3.5.2) is obvious. To prove (3.5.3) recall that by the 
Jacobson-Morosov theorem any nilpotent element in y can be embedded in 
a three dimensional simple subalgebra (TDS) a of y, But an irreducible 
representation of a leaves invariant a non-trivial symmetric bilinear form if 
and only if it is odd dimensional. Thus E(X) <n - 1. This argument may 
then be reversed. By taking the direct sum of a n - 1 dimensional and a one 
dimension representation of a TDS one finds a nilpotent element y E 7 such 
that z( y)j = 0 if and only ifj > n - 1. Q.E.D. 
It is not difficult to give a formula for E(X) in the general case. Indeed 
assume that L G 9 is a Cartan subalgebra. Let A’ be the dual space to A and 
let ~1, ..., ak E A’ be the set of simple positive roots relative to some 
lexicographical ordering. Relative to this ordering let D G R’ be the set of all 
highest weights for all complex irreducible representations of 3. In particular 
then D parameterizes the equivalence classes of finite dimensional irreducible 
complex linear representations of p, For any ;1 E D let 
x,~: p -+ End V., 
be a fixed representation in the equivalence class corresponding to II. Also 
for any A E D let 1 E D be such that 7~~ is equivalent to the representation 
which is contragradient to tr,. That is -1 is the lowest weight of 1. But then 
L + I= A - (-1) is a sum of positive roots and hence we can uniquely write 
(3.54) 
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where m, E 7, . Put 




PROPOSITION 3.5.2. One has 
t.(?r,) =6(a) (3.5.6) 
for arz~, d E D. Moreover if ?r is any Jnite dimensional complex linear 
represerrtation of y then 
c(7c) = rnfx c(A). (3.5.7) 
where 3, runs through the yinite) set of highest weights corresponding to all 
the irreducible subrepresentations of ,p. 
Pro@ Let x,, be the element in [p, p] f? A such that (ai, x,) = 2 for 
i= 1 ,,.,, k. Then one knows (see [4]) there exists e, f E y such that 
Ix, el = 2e, lxo,f] = -2fand [e,fj =x0. In fact x,, e and f span a principal 
three dimensional simple Lie subalgebra a of p (a principal TDS in the 
notation of 14 1). The elements e and f are principal nilpotent in the notation 
of 141. 
Now let A f D and let u(A) and ~(-1) be non-zero weight vectors in V, 
belonging, respectively, to the highest and lowest weights of n.i. Now 
recalling the representation theory of a TDS one knows that all the eigen- 
values of R,~(,Y~) are integers and the multiplicity of an integer and its 
negative are the same. But clearly (&x0) and (-x,x,) are respectively the 
maximal and minimal eigenvalues of n,(x,) and each occurs with 
multiplicity one. Thus these integers have opposite signs, i.e., 
(A XI,> = (1, x,} (3.5.8) 
and there exists a n,i(e)mirreducible component W of V., having t?(i) as 
highest weight vector and c(-j) as lowest weight vector. Moreover, if we put 
k = (A, x0> then from the representation theory of a TDS one has dim W = 
k t- 1 and for a non-zero scalar c one has 
7qjy r(a) = m(4). (3.5.9) 
But (A + 1, xv) = Z(C@) - 1) by (3.5.4) and (3.5.5) since (cx~,x~) = 2 for 
all i. Thus k = F(A) - I by (3.5.8). Since f is nilpotent it follows therefore 
from (3.5.9) that 
E(7L,{) > E(n). (3.5.10) 
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Now let e G ,y be the nilpotent Lie subalgebra spanned by the root vectors 
corresponding to the positive roots. Let u E n and let w  E V, be an eigen- 
vector of nn(xo). Thus if m is the corresponding eigenvalue one has -k < 
m < k. But now since the minimal eigenvalue of ad x, in PZ is 2 it follows that 
for any j (Z Z + the vector ?rA(u)j w  is spanned by eigenvectors for x~(x,) 
whose corresponding eigenvalues are greater than or equal to m + 2j. Thus 
7$(zp1 w  = 0 since &(A) = k + 1. Since w  is an arbitrary eigenvector one 
has x~(u)~(‘) = 0. But as one knows every nilpotent element in 9 is conjugate 
to an element of fl. Hence F(~L~) < E(J). Recalling (3.5.10) this proves 
E(L) = &(R/J. 
Relation (3.5.7) is an immediate consequence of (3.5.6) and the complete 
reducibility of the representation II ) [ La1 91. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.5. If xJ is a fundamental representation of 9 then the coef- 
ficients of 1 relative to the simple roots are well known. [See [2, Table I, 
p. 29 1, In fact they appear as the entries of a row in the inverse of the Cartan 
matrix. Thus E(J) is readily determined in this case. For example, one easily 
sees that if 9 = #(n, @) and nAj is the fundamental exterior representation of 
9 on /IC” then generalizing (3.5.2) one has 
c(kj)=j(n- j)+ 1. (3.5.11) 
3.6. Now assume that n: J I + End V is any finite dimensional complex 
linear representation. As in Section 2.1 let nl, denote the homomorphism 
71”: U(,a) -+ End V 
extending the representation 7c to U(q). Recalling Section 3.4 one obviously 
has 
Ek G Ker 7rcLJ if and only if k > E(X). (3.6.1) 
Now recalling (3.5.2) and (3.5.3) the following theorem generalizes both 
Theorem 3.1 and the Amitsur-Levitski theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let ,y be any complex reductive Lie algebra and let 71: 
,p + End V be any finite dimensional complex linear representation. Let E(X) 
denote the smallest integer k such that n(y)” = 0 for ali nilpo&ent elemenls 
y E 9. (See Proposition 3.5.2 for a formula fir E(X).) Then for any xi E g, 
i= 1 ,.,., 2&(x), one has 
I[~,r~*,....a,,,,,ll =o (3.6.2) 
using the notation (1.1.2) where Ri = z(xi). 
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Proof. Let u E A z’(rri(~ 1 be defined by putting u = 1 [s1, x2 ,....+ T~~,~) 11. 
where the xi are regarded as elements of the tensor algebra T(y), Let 
r f End P’ be given by the left side of (3.6.2). Then clearly u = z(r(u)). But 
T(U) E J!Fr by (3.4.4). But then v = 0 by (3.6.1). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.6. If y = gE(n, Q) and 7~ =x,,. is, as in (3.5.11). the 
fundamental exterior representation of 9 on ii,.” then. by (3.5.1 I) and 
Theorem 3.6. r4,( y) satisfies the 2j(n - j) + 2-fold standard identity. This is, 
of course, in general much sharper than would be given by the Amit- 
sur-Levitski theorem (a 2( ‘j )-fold standard identity). It would be interesting 
to know if 2j(n ~ j) -t 2 is minimal. 
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